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Abstract
A novel technique is proposed and investigated for the estimation of the body force field resulting from the operation of a dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuator. The technique relies on the measurement of the spatio-temporal evolution of the induced velocity field using high-speed particle image velocimetry (PIV). The technique has the advantage of providing spatial distribution of the body force vector field. A full Navier–Stokes term decomposition is applied on the evolving field along with additional closure norms in order to decouple the pressure gradient and body force terms. Results are compared with load-cell measurements of the direct reaction force and also momentum balance calculations based on the PIV field. Agreement between the different methods is observed. The data can easily be incorporated in computational flow solvers and also be used for validation and calibration of numerical plasma models.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Plasma actuators have been studied extensively in recent years, as flow control devices. Their low power consumption, lack of moving parts and robustness render them ideal for flow manipulation. Plasma actuators have been used in several studies aiming at separation control [1], turbulent drag reduction [2], boundary layer control [3–5], noise reduction [6] and laminar-turbulent transition delay [7]. Comprehensive reviews on plasma actuators for aerodynamic flow control have been published recently [8, 9].

There are several implementations of the actuators, the most popular being the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) (figure 1). These are based on the ionization of air using ac high voltage (HV). In the most conventional configuration, two electrodes are employed. The electrodes are separated by a dielectric layer which prohibits arc forming and allows accumulation of the ionized gas in the vicinity of the exposed electrode. The exact mechanisms of interaction between the weakly ionized gas and neutral air are still debated. It is, nevertheless, commonly accepted that collisional processes between the heavy plasma species (mostly ions) and neutral air is responsible for the momentum transfer [10]. At a macroscopic scale the model of an exerted body force on the fluid seems to describe the effect with reasonable accuracy.

Figure 1. Geometrical configuration and operation of the plasma actuator.
The experimental investigation on the actuator’s operation has also received substantial attention. Several studies focus on the investigation of the induced velocity field [18–20] and the produced thrust from the actuators [21–23]. These methods are robust and fast but they present some drawbacks which render the results difficult to be used as an input in flow solvers, an area that so far has been served only by numerical plasma modelling studies. An inherent disadvantage is that a part of the measured thrust does not correspond to the actuator effect but to the shear forces developed between the flow and the surface. Another shortcoming is also their inability to provide any information on the spatial distribution of the force field, information that is vital in cases of discrete, unsteady and localized actuation essential to the majority of active closed-loop flow control concepts. To the authors’ knowledge no experimental investigation on the determination of both the magnitude and the spatial distribution of the body force vector field has been published to date.

This paper aims at the development of a novel experimental approach for determining the amplitude and spatial distribution of the body force exerted on the flow by a plasma actuator. The proposed method will be evaluated against well-established thrust measurement techniques used as a benchmark. A description of the methodology for the new body force method as well as the benchmark thrust measurement techniques will be given in the following section. A description of the experimental setup and a discussion on the results are finally provided.

2. Methodology

The determination of the induced body force can be done experimentally in several ways. Due to the nature of the momentum transfer mechanisms direct measurements of the ionized species density in the plasma region can only be obtained using molecular level diagnostics. The species density can be used to derive the Coulomb forces exerted by the electric field. Taking into account the complexity of such an approach, only indirect methods based on the induced flow field or reaction forces can be feasibly employed in the time span such an experiment allows.

In this study two techniques are applied to determine thrust produced by the operation of the actuator. These will be used as benchmark cases for validating and verifying the developed force estimation technique. More specifically, the techniques employed are direct thrust measurements using a highly sensitive load cell, and thrust calculation via momentum balance of the induced flow field.

2.1. Body force estimation

The proposed body force measurement technique determines the spatial distribution of the plasma-induced body force from time-resolved velocity field. The required information is obtained using a high-speed PIV system as it is shown in a subsequent section of this paper. An analysis of the velocity field using the full Navier–Stokes (NS) equations can provide the body force. The 2D incompressible NS equations in the presence of body forces read as

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + U \cdot \nabla U - \nu \nabla^2 U = -\nabla p + \frac{F}{\rho} \quad (1)$$

where $U$ is the 2D velocity field, $p$ is the static pressure, $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and $\rho$ is the density.

A first approach in deriving the body force ($F$) is to apply (1) only for the first moments after the actuation. During this stage the flow is expected to accelerate only around the region of the exerted body force where the rest of the field is still relatively quiescent. For initial conditions of zero velocity the convective, viscous and pressure gradient terms are assumed to be relatively small and can be neglected. This reduces (1) to

$$\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} = \frac{F}{\rho} \quad (2)$$

which is basically Newton’s second law. This method will be referenced as the ‘reduced method’ throughout this paper.

In order to use the full NS equations to derive the force it is necessary to calculate all the terms involved. The acceleration, convective and viscous terms are obtained from the available spatio-temporal data of the velocity field. In the absence of body force terms the only unknown is the pressure gradient which can be obtained using (1) from the measured velocity field. In the case of the plasma actuator, the body force term appears as one extra unknown. Physically, the pressure gradient term and the body force term are equivalent and one can be used to explain the phenomena related to the other. Nevertheless, the expression of the plasma effect through a volume distributed body force is a convenient way of imposing the effect in a flow solver. To be able to bypass the problem of one extra unknown, two major assumptions must be made: (1) the body force remains quasisteady over a large number of HV cycles and (2) the pressure gradient prior to the actuation is zero. The assumption for a quasisteady force is justified by taking into consideration the difference in time scales involved between one HV cycle and the acceleration of the flow. As mentioned by Enloe et al [18], the body force production is not constant within one HV cycle. Nevertheless, the high frequency of operation (order of kHz) and the hydrodynamic ‘inertia’ of the flow reduce the effect to quasisteady in time. With these assumptions, (1) is differentiated in time:

$$\frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial (U \cdot \nabla U)}{\partial t} - \nu \frac{\partial (\nabla^2 U)}{\partial t} = -\frac{\partial (\nabla p)}{\partial t}. \quad (3)$$

The first assumption states that the body force is steady in time and its time derivative is reduced to zero. Equation (3) now involves only one unknown which is the time derivative of the pressure gradient. Integrating (3) back in time the pressure gradient can be calculated from:

$$\int_{t_0}^{t} \left( \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial (U \cdot \nabla U)}{\partial t} - \nu \frac{\partial (\nabla^2 U)}{\partial t} \right) \, dt = - (\nabla p) + A \quad (4)$$

In the process of integration a constant $A$ appears which has to be defined. At this point the separation between the
direct thrust measurement

Direct thrust measurement is a straightforward technique which involves attaching the actuator to a load cell and measuring the force exerted by the induced flow on the actuator. By means of Newton’s third law this force is equal and opposite to the total force the actuator exerts on the flow. The value of thrust can be valuable for parametric and optimization studies aiming at improving the actuator. Nevertheless, further clarifications must be made on what exactly is being measured. It has been reported repeatedly and also verified in this work that the calculated force due to the flow and the plasma body force is established. Based on the second assumption \(((\nabla p)|_{t=0} = 0\) the integration constant is set to zero. Equation \((4)\) is plugged back into \((1)\) and leaves the body force term as the only unknown. Since the time gradient of the NS is used, this method will be referenced as the ‘gradient method’ throughout this paper.

In contrast to the two benchmark techniques the reduced and gradient methods have the advantage of providing spatial distribution of body force vectors instead of an integrated thrust value. The results from such analysis can be valuable for validation of numerical models of plasma actuators as well as an input into flow solvers investigating flow control concepts.

2.2. Direct thrust measurement

Direct thrust measurement is a straightforward technique which involves attaching the actuator to a load cell and measuring the force exerted by the induced flow on the actuator. By means of Newton’s third law this force is equal and opposite to the total force the actuator exerts on the flow. The value of thrust can be valuable for parametric and optimization studies aiming at improving the actuator. Nevertheless, further clarifications must be made on what exactly is being measured. It has been reported repeatedly and also verified in this work that the induced flow field from the continuous operation of the actuator resembles a typical wall jet. As such, shear forces developing between the wall surface of the actuator and the accelerating fluid are also included in the load-cell measurement. Another issue with this technique and in general with integral techniques is the lack of spatial information.

2.3. Thrust calculation from velocity measurements

The second benchmark technique is based on measurements of the velocity field in the vicinity of the plasma actuator, obtained by PIV. It involves the definition of a control volume in the flow where the momentum flux is calculated at the boundaries of the domain and equilibrium with the internal forces is assumed \((\text{Figure } 2)\). This approach is well established in experimental and numerical investigations for the calculation of aerodynamic drag of airfoils and wings \([24]\). In a recent experimental study \([23]\), it was used for estimating the thrust of plasma actuators. The calculated thrust includes both the body force from the actuator and also the friction force at the wall. This technique also suffers from lack of any information on the spatial distribution of the body force. More specifically applying the momentum balance equation on the control volume gives

\[
T = \oint_{abcd} (\rho U \cdot dS)U + \oint_{abcd} p \, dS \tag{5}
\]

where \(T\) is the integrated force exerted on the fluid. Equation \((5)\) is developed for the boundaries taking account of the no-slip condition at the wall. This implies that the momentum flux across the wall is zero. Note that the boundaries where the unit vector perpendicular to the surface \((dS)\) is negative take a minus sign:

- **x-direction**
  \[T_x = \rho \int_{da} u_x^2 \, dy + \rho \int_{cd} u_x u_y \, dx - \rho \int_{bc} u_x^2 \, dy + \int_{da} p \, dy - \int_{bc} p \, dy \tag{6}\]

- **y-direction**
  \[T_y = \rho \int_{da} u_x u_y \, dy + \rho \int_{cd} u_y^2 \, dx - \rho \int_{bc} u_x u_y \, dy + \int_{cd} p \, dx - \int_{ba} p \, dx. \tag{7}\]

Due to the fact that pressure is not readily available from velocity data, a further assumption needs to be made. This states that if the control volume boundaries are far enough from the bulk of the plasma body force (near the inner electrode edge) pressure can be considered uniform and equal. A similar assumption is typically made in the case of airfoil drag estimation. It should also be noted here that for the \(x\)-direction the calculated force \((T_x)\) contains not only the contribution of the plasma actuator \((T_x^p)\) but also the shear force between the flow and the surface \(T_x^s\). These assumptions reduce \((6)\) and \((7)\) to

- **x-direction**
  \[T_x^p + T_x^s = \rho \int_{da} u_x^2 \, dy + \rho \int_{cd} u_x u_y \, dx - \rho \int_{bc} u_x^2 \, dy \tag{8}\]

- **y-direction**
  \[T_y = \rho \int_{da} u_x u_y \, dy + \rho \int_{cd} u_y^2 \, dx - \rho \int_{bc} u_x u_y \, dy. \tag{9}\]

3. Experimental setup

3.1. The actuator

In this investigation DBD actuators are fabricated using thin rectangular copper electrodes made out of self-adhesive copper tape (figure 1). The electrodes are 10 mm in length \((x\)-direction), with zero horizontal gap and 60 \(\mu\)m of thickness. Their effective spanwise length \((z\)-direction) is 300 mm for the load-cell measurements and 200 mm for the PIV measurements. The electrodes are separated by two dielectric layers of polyimide Kapton tape. The thickness of each layer
is 50.8 µm. The total thickness of the dielectric, including adhesive, is approximately 110 µm. The upper electrode is connected to the HV output cable of a TREK 20/20C HV amplifier (20 kVpp, 20 mA) while the lower electrode is grounded.

The actuator operation is controlled remotely via a computer workstation where the driving signal is created in LabView software and is sent to the amplifier via a digital/analogue (D/A) converter. The amplifier provides direct readings of the output voltage and current through internal measurement probes. While the internal voltage probe gives sufficiently accurate readings the internal current probe has been found to be too slow to resolve high-frequency current fluctuations. This is typically the case with discharge currents occurring during plasma actuators operation. To resolve this, a resistance is placed between the lower electrode and the grounding cable and voltage is measured across it indicating the discharge current.

To reduce the effect of any external disturbances on the measurements, the tests are conducted in a closed box made from Plexiglass (PMMA) to provide optical access. This box is used in both the load cell and PIV experiments. Applied voltages of 8 to 16 kVpp and carrier frequencies of 1 to 4 kHz are tested. The waveform of the applied voltage is a sine. The thrust measurements are a part of an extensive work which involves additional geometric variations of the actuator. An overview of the actuator and test parameters for all measurements is shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Base value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper electrode length (l_u)</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower electrode length (l_l)</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric thickness (t_d)</td>
<td>110 µm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal gap (g)</td>
<td>0 mm</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load-cell measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied voltage (V_app)</td>
<td>8 to 14 kVpp</td>
<td>8, 9, 11 kVpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (f)</td>
<td>0.5 to 4 kHz</td>
<td>1, 2 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIV measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied voltage (V_app)</td>
<td>8 to 16 kVpp</td>
<td>10 kVpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (f)</td>
<td>1 to 4 kHz</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. PIV setup

Time-resolved PIV has been applied to characterize the flow field in the vicinity of the plasma actuator. This technique provides the required spatial and temporal resolution in order to characterize the transient behaviour of the thin wall jet induced by the actuator. A two component PIV configuration has been chosen since the large span of the actuator ensures minimal 3D effects. The two-dimensionality of the flow is also verified by hot-wire measurements.

The plasma actuator is placed flushed on the bottom of the Plexiglas box. A Photron Fastcam SA1 high-speed CCD camera of 1024 × 1024 pixels (full sensor size) is used to image the field-of-view (FOV). Image acquisition has been conducted at 10 KHz rate in single-frame mode. This implies a time separation of 100 µs between successive images. A Nikkor 105 mm objective is set at f-stop 4 and is used along with extension tubes in order to achieve 0.8 magnification and a FOV of 15 × 6 mm². To achieve the high sample rate needed for these measurements, the sensor is cropped to a size of 1024 × 512 pixels. The air in the Plexiglas box is seeded with olive oil droplets of approximately 1 µm diameter generated by a TSI atomizer. The particles at the mid-span of the actuator are illuminated by a light sheet of 2 mm thickness generated by a Quantronix Darwin-Duo laser system with an average output of 80 W at 3 kHz. The images are analysed using Davis 7.4 (Lavision GmbH) by cross-correlating successive images. Final interrogation window size of 12 × 12 pixels and overlap factor of 75% are used. The interrogation windows are elongated in the wall normal direction using a 4 : 1 aspect ratio in order to obtain higher spatial resolution. The velocity vectors are returned on a grid of 13 vectors per mm.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Load-cell thrust measurements

The load-cell measurement offers a robust approach and has been applied to a large number of test cases. Detailed results can be found in [25]. In this paper the load-cell results are only presented for the voltage (V) and frequency (f) values identical to the one used for the PIV measurement.

The test cases studied in this paper are shown in table 1. For voltage variation three cases with base frequency of 1,
1.5 and 2 kHz are done, while for frequency variation four cases with base voltage of 8, 9, 10 and 11 kV_{pp} are performed. For the frequency variation the maximum tested frequency is limited by the slew rate of the HV amplifier (350 V µs\(^{-1}\)) and is reduced with increase in voltage amplitude. For the entire study, a sinusoidal waveform has been used for the HV signal.

Thrust results for voltage and frequency variation are presented in figure 3. Both voltage and frequency seem to influence the magnitude of thrust albeit in different manners. Thrust is related to voltage with a power law. Similar behaviour has been previously observed by Abe \textit{et al} [21]. In contrast, the relation with frequency is linear.

### 4.2. PIV measurements: estimation of thrust

The dataset from the high-speed PIV measurement is used for the thrust estimation using the momentum balance technique. After the initial acceleration stage, the induced flow field develops into a wall jet. In the steady-state regime the momentum balance equations do not require evaluation of the acceleration terms. Steady state is reached in approximately 30 ms after actuation for the case of 8 kV_{pp}. In this respect it is safe to average for approximately 400 frames spanning from 43 ms after the actuation to 83 ms. Apart from the processing of the raw PIV data and time averaging, no other data processing is required.

The time-averaged flow field with the selected control volume is shown in figure 4 for the case of 12 kV_{pp}. The momentum increase mainly occurs in the \(x\)-direction while a weak suction effect is observed upstream of the inner edge of the electrodes. The suction effect is an indication of a pressure gradient which is potentially strong in the vicinity of the actuator. As mentioned, any existing pressure gradient cannot be readily resolved using the time-averaged velocity data. It is therefore necessary to choose the control volume such that the pressure effects are minimized. The chosen control volume is a rectangular area spanning form \(x = -3\) to \(x = 5\) mm and \(y = 0\) to \(y = 2.5\) mm.

The momentum balance equation in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions calculated using the terms in (8) and (9) reveals the significance of each boundary of the control volume. As is shown in table 2 and also apparent from the velocity field, the maximum contribution to thrust comes from the outflowing horizontal velocity from section \(bc\). This implies that the very simple approach of calculating thrust from only one cross section of the jet would still deliver satisfying results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>(T_x)</th>
<th>(T_y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(da)</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cd)</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>-0.1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(bc)</td>
<td>3.9828</td>
<td>-0.0235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.8673</td>
<td>-0.1564</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Section contribution in thrust (mN m^{-1}) for case of 12 kV_{pp}, 2 kHz.

The thrust as a function of both applied voltage and frequency are shown in figure 5. The same power law
behaviour as observed in the direct thrust measurements is observed here for thrust in the $x$-direction with different voltages. A slight increase in thrust magnitude in the $y$-direction is observed with increase in the applied voltage. For different frequencies, the linear dependence of thrust appears to hold. A more concise comparison of the results from different techniques is performed at a subsequent section.

4.3. PIV measurements: estimation of body force

The two described approaches, *reduced method* and *gradient method*, are applied to the velocity field measured using PIV. Instantaneous snapshots of the evolving flowfield are presented in figure 6. The time values indicate elapsed time from the start of the actuation. The flow reacts immediately to the actuation with initial velocity components already starting to appear approximately 0.1 ms after the start of the actuation. The flow accelerates in a region starting from the end of the upper electrode and extending over half the covered electrode ($x = 0$ to 5 mm). The impulsive forcing on the flow creates a starting vortex which develops and moves out of the FOV in less than 40 ms after the start of the actuation. It is apparent that the general forcing of the actuator produces a wall jet which in turn creates a secondary weak suction effect upstream.

At this point, some specific features of the induced flow field should be discussed due to their effect on the results of the proposed technique. In a previous study [26], high-frequency velocity fluctuations are registered in the vicinity of the actuator. These fluctuations are a product of the carrier frequency at which the actuator is operating and reflect the underlying ion–neutral collision processes in the plasma region as reported in previous numerical studies [27]. These fluctuations appear in the PIV measurements of this work as well, corresponding to the carrier frequency for each case. More in-depth analysis of this phenomenon does not fall in the scope of this study. The proposed methods rely on the resolution of the accelerating flow and interpretation of that to a body force. In this process the first and second time derivatives of velocity are required. Due to the high-frequency fluctuations, these terms cannot be explicitly resolved without large artefacts. Based on the large difference between the time scale governing the acceleration of the flow and the time scale of these fluctuations one further assumption must be made. This states that although the flow, and to an extent the body force, fluctuates in time, the latter can be considered as quasi-steady. This assumption can be justified by the fact that the rise time of the flow (accelerating part) is considerably larger than the fluctuation period. This is also a major assumption.
made in a large majority of first-principles modelling studies on the plasma operation. Based on this, the PIV time-series of the flow field snapshots is filtered in time with a sixth order low-pass Chebychev filter as shown in figure 7. The cutoff frequency is chosen based on the carrier frequency of the HV signal corresponding to the test case under investigation. For the majority of cases the cutoff frequency is half the carrier frequency. By filtering the high-frequency fluctuations, the development of the velocity field occurs smoothly and the time derivatives can be calculated with reasonable accuracy.

The reduced method involves the utilization of the very first moments (first 0.5 ms) after actuation when all other terms apart from acceleration are negligible. The acceleration, convective, viscous and pressure gradient components of the NS are shown in figure 8 as a function of time after actuation (t = 0). The terms are calculated in the x-direction from the time-filtered PIV data for a given point located well into the expected force field. As anticipated, the acceleration term dominates the very first moments of actuation with a high and almost constant value. Convection and pressure gradient are initially negligible and eventually dominate the event while viscous effects have a small influence during the entire actuation period. It should be mentioned here that the pressure gradient term in figure 8 is calculated using the gradient method as discussed in section 2.1. The initial acceleration-dominant time span is visually confirmed to be 0.5 ms and provides reasonable results.

The spatial distribution of the body force, as calculated by the reduced method, is shown in figure 9 for the case of 12 kVpp applied voltage and 2 kHz carrier frequency. The PIV snapshots used for this case cover the first 0.5 ms after actuation and the force field is simply averaged over this span. The bulk of the force appears to be just downstream from the inner electrode edge while the horizontal extent spans almost a quarter of the covered electrode. In the wall normal direction the force field extends no more than 1 mm which confirms the very thin wall jet reported by this and numerous other investigations. The vertical force seems to be very weak compared with the horizontal component. Its major direction is towards the wall especially near the edge of the exposed electrode. For this case the cutoff frequency of the Chebychev filter is 1000 Hz.

For the same case (12 kVpp, 2 kHz), the spatial distribution of the body force using the gradient method is shown in figure 10. The first 20 ms after actuation are used and the force field is averaged over this time span. The general shape of the field is identical to the results from the reduced method. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the force attained with the gradient method is slightly larger than the reduced method’s result. This small discrepancy can be attributed to modelling errors inherent in the eliminated terms of the reduced method as well as the ambiguity in selecting the initial acceleration time span. These facts support the higher accuracy of the gradient method.

One additional advantage of the gradient method over the reduced method is its relative independence on the time span used for the force calculation. In contrast to the reduced method there is no term elimination involved and no consideration should be made in the dominance of one term or another. Applying this method for the first 20 ms after actuation gives an almost steady in time body force. Several snapshots of the instantaneous total force field are shown in figure 11. The temporal coherence of the force distribution is an extra indication of the validity of the method as this was an important assumption made during the formulation of the technique.

The force distributions for different voltage and frequencies are presented in figure 12 and figure 13, respectively. For voltage variation the trend of increasing force with increased voltage holds. Of interest is the spatial extent of the force field along the dielectric. As the voltage increases, the active phase of the negative half cycle, where the electron avalanche occurs, increases in duration as reported in the excellent paper by Likhanskii et al [27]. This allows the plasma to propagate further downstream. Respectively, in the positive half cycle the corona regime is sustained for a longer period enhancing the movement of positive ions downstream. This is also verified by the force distributions for different frequencies. In this case, the spatial extent of the plasma...
Figure 9. Spatial distribution and direction of the body force using the *reduced method* (12 kV<sub>pp</sub>, 2 kHz).

Figure 10. Spatial distribution of the body force using the *gradient method* (12 kV<sub>pp</sub>, 2 kHz).

Figure 11. Instantaneous total force field obtained using the *gradient method* (12 kV<sub>pp</sub>, 2 kHz).

Figure 12. Body force distributions for different voltages as calculated by the *gradient method* (f = 2 kHz).

Figure 13. Body force distributions for different frequencies as calculated by the *gradient method* (V = 10 kV<sub>pp</sub>).
cloud remains almost the same as the applied voltage is fixed. The magnitude of the force, nevertheless, is increased since the momentum exchange between the ionized gas and neutral air is performed at a higher rate. Furthermore, a jump in maximum force also occurs from the case of 3 kHz to the case of 4 kHz as well as a secondary vertical force component towards the surface. This is an indication that 4–5 kHz presents a threshold between two different regimes of operation. A low frequency regime exists (below 3–4 kHz for these plasma scales), where the frequency is slow enough to allow full electron–ion recombination between the negative and positive half cycles. In contrast, for higher frequencies (above 4–5 kHz) the electron cloud remaining on the dielectric from the negative cycle is not completely destroyed before the positive cycle begins. The residual electrons are then pulled back to the exposed electrode causing further avalanche ionization as they move. As reported by Likhanskii, in this case the generated positive ions move towards and along the dielectric surface imparting momentum to the air. This might explain the secondary vertical force components located around $x = 3$ mm in the 3 and 4 kHz cases. This is also mentioned by Soloviev and Krivtsov [28] where the discharge formation appears to be affected by the background particle concentration fields left from the previous HV cycles. Soloviev and Krivtsov suggest that the momentum input is dependent on the temporal overlap between two subsequent discharge cycles.

4.4. Comparison

An overall comparison between the thrust values attained by the proposed body force estimation methods and the two benchmark techniques is presented in figure 14 for different voltages and frequencies. It should be noted here that the thrust value from the proposed PIV techniques is calculated by integrating the body force value over the spatial domain. For different voltages, a good agreement is observed between the different techniques. In the $x$-direction (horizontal body force) the momentum balance is located at the lower error margin of the load-cell measurements. The thrust estimated by the body force methods is systematically larger than the two other techniques although still in the error margin of the load-cell for the majority of cases. This is expected as both, the load cell measurements and the momentum balance calculations contain the shear stress at the wall. Additionally, the previously mentioned difference between the reduced and gradient methods is observed. This is attributed to the term elimination inherent in the reduced method.

For different frequencies, the absolute error stays in the same level while the relative error between the different methods is larger. This is partly due to the low applied voltage of $10 \text{kV}_{pp}$ that is used for this test series as the slew rate of the currently used HV amplifier is the limiting factor in increasing both voltage and frequency. The low voltage results in lower body force and the results are more susceptible to interference from external sources and other measurement errors. It is expected that the relative error would decrease with higher applied voltage.

5. Conclusions

A novel technique for the estimation of the body force field of plasma actuators is developed and tested. This involves the use of time-resolved PIV data on the evolving flowfield during actuator operation. The force amplitude and spatial distribution can be calculated through the estimation of the individual terms of the 2D incompressible NS equations and is conducted in two distinct ways. First, a dimensional analysis is performed on the temporal and spatial evolution of the velocity field. An initial period dominated by pure acceleration is identified and the latter is expanded explicitly in body force terms. Second, the full NS is estimated. The decoupling between the force and pressure gradient terms is performed based on the temporal stability of the body force and the initial zero pressure gradient.

The results from the tested methods are compared against well-established thrust measurement techniques and demonstrate sufficient agreement. Based on the comparison several comments can be made on the proposed methods.

![Figure 14](image-url) Figure 14. Thrust values from the tested methods as a function of applied voltage (a) and frequency (b).
techniques. The reduced and gradient techniques produced consistently larger values of horizontal force than direct thrust measurements or momentum balance on the velocity data. This is mainly attributed to the inherent inclusion of the wall shear force, opposite the plasma body force, in the total thrust value obtained by the two benchmark techniques. The proposed techniques negate this effect since the calculation is done in the fluid volume not including the wall effects. Furthermore, a comparison can be made between the reduced and gradient methods. Although attractive because of its simplicity, the reduced method presents some drawbacks in respect to the gradient method. These are based on term elimination as well as on the semi-arbitrary choice of applied time length.

The general shape of the force field seems to be dictated by voltage and frequency for the current geometric configuration of the actuator. The shape resembles an elongated ellipse with the maximum force rising near the inner electrode edge. Increasing voltage has two major effects on the field being an increase in amplitude and an extension in the downstream direction over the covered electrode. This is attributed to the increase in the electric field and consequently the extension of the active phase for each of the two half cycles of the actuation signal. Compared with the voltage, the relation to frequency is slightly different since there is no visible change in shape but only in amplitude. A possible jump in operation regimes is visible for higher frequencies. A residual electron avalanche in the positive half cycle seems to occur for the cases of 3 and 4 kHz although no definite conclusion can be made at this point.
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